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b 1,h2,b- time constants (sec ) 
c damping coefficient (in-lbf-sec/rad) 
c constant of integration (rad/sec) 
C-, , . . , c 0 constants of integration (radians) 
d clutch groove depth (inches) 
h clutch groove clearance (inches) 
h A , h w heat transfer coefficient (BTU/hr-ft
2-F°) 
£ characteristic length (inches) 
-1^ m time constant (sec ) 
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q-.,q? time constant (sec ) 
r intermediate variable (sec ) and radius (inches) 
- 3 s intermediate variable (sec ) 
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t, time at maximum basket displacement (sec) 
t? time of clutch engagement for coupled solution (sec) 
t̂  time of clutch engagement 
u clutch temperature rise (F°) 
v characteristic velocity (in/sec) 
x depth of clutch engagement (inches) 
-1 
A intermediate variable (sec ) 
2 A. area of clutch exposed to air (ft ) 
2 A| area of surface 1 of i'th clutch groove (in ) 
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2 A. area of clutch exposed to water (ft ) 
- 1 • 
A, intermediate variable (sec ) 
-2 f\j intermediate variable (sec ) 
- 3 A^ intermediate variable (sec ' ) 
• , • > • • . 
• - 1 
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1' force (Ibf) 
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2 
I,, flywheel moment of inertia (in-lbf.-sec /rad) 
2 
I„, basket moment of inertia (in-lbf-sec /rad) 
2 
Tw moment of inertia of basket contents -(in-lbf-sec /rad) 
K spring constant (in-lbf/rad) 
N gear ratio (rad/rad) 
P average power through motor shaft (hp) 
P average clutch power dissipation (hp) c 
R Reynolds number 
T torque through clutch (in-lbf) 
T • maximum torque through clutch (in-lbf) max, 
T, torque transmitted through surfaces 1 (in-lbf) 
T« torque transmitted through surfaces 2 (in-lbf) 
TQ T intercept of motor-torque curve (in-lbf) 
V clutch constant (in-lbf-sec/rad) 
V lower bound on clutch constant (in-lbf-sec/rad) 
X 
Vf upper bound on clutch constant (in-lbf-sec/rad) 
W ino tor wor k pe r cyc 1 es (I n -1 bf) 
W, clutch dissipated work per cycle (in-lbf) 
a slope of motor torque curve (in-lbf-sec/rad) 
2 
li viscosity (Ibf-sec/in ) 
p clutch fluid density (Ibm/in ) 
T period (sec) 
-1 
a) frequency of uncoupled motion (sec ) 
-1 
w« frequency of coupled motion (sec ) 
0 basket displacement (radians) 
8 maximum basket displacement (radians) 
max * • 
0 . basket displacement at time zero (radians) m I n i v J 
0. uncoupled basket displacement (radians) 
9~ coupled basket displacement (radians) 
G, start-up basket displacement (radians) 
<f> driving clutch member displacement and displacement 
of I (radians) 
cf>T uncoupled driving member displacement (radians) 
c[>7 coupled driving member displacement (radians) 
a 
4> driving member velocity at time zero (rad/sec) ni a x 
• • 
0 lower bound on cf> (rad/sec) 
max max . J > upper bound on 4> (rad/sec) 
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SUMMARY 
Consideration of wear and complexity of design led to 
the proposal that a viscous clutch be substituted for the dry 
friction, clutch which was used in a previous analysis of an 
agi-basket drive mechanism for a vertical axis, automatic 
clothes washing machine. Values of horsepower loss in the 
clutch, maximum transmitted torque, time of clutch release, 
and physical constants of the clutch are analytically deter-
mined to obtain the proper amplitude and period of oscillation 
of the agi-basket, Gear ratios and spring constants of the 
mechanism are then adjusted to minimize motor power require-
ments. An experimental investigation is conducted to compare 
a previously used model of the oscillating system with 
alternative models, and values of damping and inertia charac-
teristic of the system are determined. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In an effort to increase the load capacity of the 
vertical axis, automatic clothes washing machine, the idea 
of the agi-basket has been advanced. The conventional 
washing machine oscillates a central agitator in a stationary 
tub to provide the cleansing motion and when this configu-
ration is enlarged to gain a larger wash load, the washing 
action is diminished at the periphery of the tub due to the 
distance from the agitator. If the tub is oscillated with 
an attached agitator to improve washing at the periphery, 
the increase in oscillating mass requires a heavy motor and 
transmission. To reduce this inertia, a light-weight 
perforated plastic tub, the agi-basket, can be agitated 
within the conventional tub. The agitator is eliminated and 
the washing motion provided by paddles on the inside of the 
basket. 
The conventional bellcrank transmission used on 
agitator machines was found to be incapable of dealing with 
the inertia! loads. Another attempt was made in which a 
large motor was connected through a spring to the basket and 
was run in one direction and then reversed to give the 
desired motion. 
2 
All later attempts have used a spring to store energy 
at zero velocity and reverse the motion of the basket. In 
a design currently under evaluation, the basket rebounds off 
springs at the last few degrees of either end of its 
stroke, A continuously running motor applies torque 
through either of two electric clutches at some point after 
zero velocity. There is a separate clutch and drive train 
for each direction of motion. 
Horn [1] describes an analytical study in which an 
agi-basket is attached directly to a rotational spring. The 
energy dissipated in the washing action is restored by 
coupling the basket to a flywheel during one direction of 
oscillation and the flywheel speed is maintained by an 
electric motor. A dry friction clutch is engaged to transmit 
energy from the flywheel to the basket and released at a 
proper time to produce the desired amplitude and period. 
Since the flywheel speed is greater than the basket 
speed, the clutch slips continuously. This requires that 
the clutch be large in order to effect a reasonable wear 
life. Also, the mechanism requires a device to apply a 
large normal force to the clutch surfaces in order to 
transmit the necessary torque. For these reasons it was 
decided to carry out a similar investigation to that done 
by Horn [1], but using a viscous clutch in place of the dry 
friction clutch. This research is devoted to this analysis 
and an experimental evaluation of some assumptions made in 
3 
this and earlier work [1]. . 
The proposed mechanism is as shown in Figure 1. As 
before, the agi-basket is attached permanently to the spring. 
The clutch is situated between the basket and a gear reduc-
tion unit which, in turn, is coupled to the flywheel and 















The purpose of this analysis is to give evidence that 
the proposed mechanism will provide a suitable washing action 
with a practical electric motor output and to specify clutch, 
spring, and gear ratio design parameters which will minimize 
power requirements. 
Clutch 
The proposed viscous clutch consists of two grooved 
discs with plane surfaces facing and provision for changing 
the fluid filled clearance between the two, Figure 2. 
Assuming laminar flow and no edge effects, the force trans-
mitted through surfaces (1) is 
F l . = V H — 
.1 
where A. is the area of the surface (1) undergoing shear and 
•u is the absolute viscosity of the fluid. 
A. = 2Tr(r.-~-)x 
i V i 2 . 
and the torque transmitted through surfaces (1), 
6 
5n4Zt 
Figure 2. Clutch Detail 
Tl - >: V " " ^ 
Making the substitutions, 
lj = Z 27T|jx(ri--2-) .
 K \ J 
i 
If surfaces (2) are thought of as two continuous 
parallel plates, then 
2 - e dT = 7-nvu r"(4>--9) -
d l 2 2iTru J^—J d 
, w r +-
T = / n 2 2TTur3 X i l i l d r io J ,., ^iryr ^ d _ x ) ur 2 J w 
T - — 
22 
T = f(r Â  . (r w 4j C*z8i 
2 l v n 2 7 v 1 2̂  J M(d-x) 
Summing the contributions from surfaces of type (1) and ( 
the total transmitted torque becomes 
T - •„,(•-«•)<% ̂ ( r . ^ + ^ [ ( V l ) 4 - t'i-5)4]> 
for positive values of x. If 
n 
• ' v - ^ . Z - C V ^ ^ j ^ r C v l ) * - ( r ^ ] } 
1 = 1 
then 
8 
T - V(|-6) (2) 
To check the validity of the laminar flow assumption 
take the Reynold's number for a fluid between plates moving 
one with respect to another [2] 
• ' R = pv£ 
e u 
where £ is a characteristic length, v is a characteristic 
velocity, and p is the density of the fluid. Since a high 
Reynold's number is characteristic of turbulent flow the 
highest possible values of v and & will be used,to show that 
the flow Is laminar. Taking the dimensions of a typical 
clutch to be 
r = 5 in. d = 0.210 in. 
n 
rx = 2.5 in. h - 0.010 in. 
n = 26 grooves x - 0.200 in. engaged 
then w = 0.10 inches (Figure 2). A typical value of 
about 110 Ibf-in-sec (see Chapter IV). Substituting 




y = 3.71 x 10"4 lbf-sec/in2 
or 
0.143 Ibm/in-sec 
A typical fluid might have a density of about 
p - 0.035 lbm/in3 
A maximum characteristic velocity as seen between the clutch 
surfaces would be the relative velocity of the surfaces and 
this relative velocity is greatest at r . Therefore, 
. n 
v = r . (i-6) 
. n . Y J 
The largest (|-0) encountered (Chapter IV) is 
(|-6) s 12 rad/sec 
The cross-section of the flow region is a slot 0.10 inches by 
0.01 inches. To maximize 1, let. 
I - w = 0.10 inches 
Then, 
10 
R (60 in/sec) (0.10 in) (0.035 lbm/in"5) 
e "~ 0.143 lbm/in-sec 
R = 1.47 e 
which is far below the transition value of about 2300 for 
turbulent flow. 
It is assumed for the system studied that V(t) is a 
step function of time, Figure 3, V being approximately zero 
when the clutch is disengaged. 
This, of course, is accomplished by manipulation of 
the clutch engagement depth, x. V can be made as small as 
desired during disengagement by bringing the plates farther 
apart. 
Definitions 
Each agitation cycle of the agi-basket consists of two 
parts: (1) uncoupled motion, and (2) coupled motion (clutch 
engaged). To aid in the analysis, zero time will be at the 
zero velocity point immediately after coasting. Figure 4, and 
will also be the time of clutch engagement, while t- = t2 is 
the time of clutch disengagement. 9 is the angular displace-
ment of the basket and $ is the angular velocity of the 
flywheel member of the clutch. Subscripts (1) and (2) 




»•'•" " i 1 ' ii — J l t t g a w 
time t. 0 t 
Figure 3. Clutch Parameter vs. Time 
12 
" i W A x F 
t 
time 
uncoupled - coupled 
_ — _ ^ 
t3 n ft m.e 
Figure 4. Two Stages of Motion 
13 
e1(t) if t3<t<o 
e(t) = 
e2(t) if o<t<t2 
^(t) if t3<t<0 
$(t) = . 
c|)2(t) if 0<t<t2 
Notice that, 
9Tn,'„ = 91 C°) * e?C°) 
min x 2 v J • 
9 max = el ( tl } 
Sax" *1 C 0 ) = *2f°3 
The clutch is engaged at t - 0 not only to simplify 
the analysis but to represent a desirable design feature 
since the change in direction of basket motion that occurs at 
time zero is easily detected. It is also assumed that the 
criteria for clutch release is displacement. That is, the 
clutch releases at 0 = 6(t?) . 
See Figure 5 for a schematic of the system. Notice 
that for description the mechanism is divided between the 
clutch members into a driving side and a driven side. A 
reduction gear assembly is included for reasons to be discussed 
14 
later. To keep the flywheel inertia requirements small and 
in turn keep the flywheel diameter small, assume that the 
gear assembly is between the clutch and the flywheel. Then 
the angular velocity of the flywheel and motor shaft is Nj 
where M is the reduction gear ratio. 
The basket motion specified by one washing machine 
manufacturer [3] is periodic, rotational with a peak to peak 
displacement of 2 7 0° and a period of 1.50 seconds or an arc 
of 196° with a period of 1.07 seconds or an interpolation 
between these limits. Horn [1] chose an arc of .270° and a 
period of 1.40 seconds, a sufficient set of constraints 
considering the previous criteria. 
Uncoupled Motion 
Unlike the dry-friction clutch, the transmitted torque 
for a viscous clutch is a function of slip speed. Therefore, 
the equations of motion of the drive side and of the driven 
side are coupled when the clutch is engaged, making the 
analysis more complex. The agi-basket model used in previous 
analysis [1] consists of a mass anchored to its support by a 
spring and a damper, Figure 5. This model will be used in 
order that comparisons can be made. In Chapter V discrepancies 
between this model and the real system will be discussed and 
an alternative model introduced. 
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Figure 5. System Schematic 
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ITG1 + C61 + K61 = ° ^ 
assuming negligible friction in the disengaged clutch and 
supporting bearings (an allowable assumption due to the 
large damping component). Where I™ is the moment of inertia 
of the agi-basket and the driven side of the clutch, c is 
the damping coefficient corresponding to the energy dissi-
pated in the washing action, and k is the angular spring 
constant for the particular spring being used, and a dot 
Indicates differentiation with respect to time. Solving for 
O-jCt) ='e . ̂ l'; [c-cosw-i t + c sinuKt] (4) 
where 
1 = 2T~> wl = 2TZ V 4 IT K~ C q 
- -T 
and c7 and c ' are constants of integration. Also, 
* . . - C3 t 
8, (t) = e nl [-q̂ c-coscj-. t - aj,c7s-inw, t-
•q, CoSinw, t + w,c^cosu,t] 
By definition, at t - 0, 
17 
e 1 ( t ) = o 
w l c 8 " ^1C7 = ° ^ 
Since Q1 - 0 a t s in w, t = 0 or in o the r words a t 1 1 
to.-, t = . . . , - 2TT , -TT , 0 , i r , 2 i r , . . . 
and t = t, at the zero velocity (0. = 0) point previous to 
t ~ 0 (see Figure 4) , 
0) - t , - - IF 1 1 
-IT 
t-, = — 
1 -OJj 
it is desired that the total arc be — j radius, therefore, 
ei<57> - M°) --? 
From equation (4), 
-a rii,v 3-JI 
c~e n l vuu ^ - c 7 = —j 
(6) 
q,TT 
- 3 7T / ,^ , 1 . 
c 7 = - y / - ( 1 + e ) 
18 
Inserting C' into equation (5)., 
-rll" 
q i ~ J 9 
C = — f z 1 
8 w, V .. q. TT 
W-i 
1 + e 
Notice that 
) . = C-m m 7 
3ir 
= L, „ "*• 
max 
9—- = C7 +"t 
In the previous analysis [1], a' 0.5 hp split-base 
electric motor was used as the source of mechanical power, 
The motor torque versus speed was approximated by a straight 
line (Figure 6} with the relationship 
T , = a (Ml) + TO motor v *• x 
where TQ is the T m o t o r intercept and a is the slope of the 
straight line approximation. Then the no load running speed 
i s . • ' • • • • . 
* 
Note that below the breakdown speed, BRKDWN, motor torque 










Figure 6. Motor Torque Curve 
2 0 
does not provide a satisfactory fit to the real curve. For 
the sake of meaningful comparisons, the same motor-torque 
approximations will be used here and checks will be made to 
insure that N$ is never smaller than BRKDWN. Here, 
TQ =431 in-lbf, a * -2.2 in-lbf-sec/rad, 
BRKDWN = 168 rad/sec 
The differential equation for the motion of the 
uncoupled flywheel is 
IpCN^) = a(m±) + TQ 
Solving for <L ( t ) we have 
a / I p t • rr>Q 
NfjCt) = cQe -±% (7) 
Since i i s maximum a t t = 0, 
C = I S + N<f> o a Tmax 
Coupled Motion 
The torque transmitted through the clutch is 
•; T-;= VC*2-i20 
where V is as defined in equation (1). The differential 
21 
equation for the coupled agi-basket and flywheel are 
respectively, 
• • 
iTe2-<*ce2+ice2 = v(<t>2-e2) (8) 
ITJCN*9) = Twftfn -l (9) 
r ̂  T2^ motor N K J 
T where ^ is the torque at.the clutch reflected across the gear 
reduction to the flywheel. Making the proper substitutions, 
equation (9) becomes 
I F W 2 ) = aNi2+TQ^(J2-92) (9a) 
Solving equation (8) for \~ and differentiating with respect 
to time, 
1 .. ' ' 
*2 V>2 + TT92 + £ V .. -CIO.) 
*2 = - ^ 2 + ^ 2 + V»2 tU-> 
Substituting equations (10) and (11) into equation (9a) and 
simplifying, 
6 7 + IP (C+V) - IT (L--a) 9 9 + IFK+~C-a (C+V) 9 9 
. N • N 
l-plrj, F^T 
22 
NZ „ _ TOV 
-e 
qv
i l l "J—T 0 ? - Y 
lpl rp & F'T 
This is a third order, linear differential equation in one 
variable. To solve, let 
I F ( C + V ) - I T (^-cO 
' A • ' N ' • 
T F 
IpK+^C-aCC+V) K ( \ - a ) 
A - N - A . • N
Z 
T I ! T1 "C 
Then 
TOV 
V A l V A 2 V A 3 e 2 = ITIN 
F T 
for which the characteristic equation is 
X3+A1X
2+A2A+A3 = 0 
To solve this cubic equation let, 
r - ICSA^A^) 
s = •jy(2A1







"J^K-T. _ 3/-s 2/sb. r T 
Then the solutions for A are: 
A l A1 = A+B--J 
. _ -A+B A l > - B , - = -
A2 r~~~T ~ T ~ / _ 3 
, __ -A+B A l A-B-/---A3 - • _ r — T - ~ 2 - V - 3 
It is obvious that there are two general cases for the 
solution of 0 2• 
Underdamped 
' 2 . • .2 . . ' ' 
If J + Ty > ®' then A and B are real numbers and there 
will be two imaginary and one real root of A. The corre-
sponding solution for 9 5 where superscript star indicates 
underdamped case is, 
9*(t) = Gje m t + e"q2t(C*cosu2t+C*sinw2t)+F •• (12) 
wh e re 
A ^ Al A+B Al /3(A-B) 




 T Q V 
T7 I T I I N A ** 
and c*, c$5 c* are constants of integration, 
Overdamped 
2 3 
If |- +. r > 0 then A and B are complex conjugates and X 
has three real solutions. In this case 81, where prime 
Indicates overdamped solution, is 
K t- b ? t ^x1 
ei,(t) = c{eDlL+c^e Z +c3e ^ +F . (13) 
where 
A l 
b-. = A+B--4 
1 3 
A+B
 A l . A T , b2 = ' T ^ V ^ 
• A r  
A + ~g •n-1 J^TZ 
D~ — ~—j— *r K-— [ A ~ £ J 
Initial Conditions 
1. 62 = 0 @ t = 0 from the definition of t 
2. 90 - 9 . @ t = • 0 from the definition of 0_. 
2 mm min 
V • 
3 . 8 0 = TST ' <j> n v @ t = 0 from e q u a t i o n ( 8 ) , c o n d i t i o n 1 . and 
z Ji max 
2. and the definition of «j> 
Tma.x 
Solving the three linear simultaneous equations 
25 




2ITD-V$ ' +K6 -c* = minJ vn2 T 2 .T • Ymax m m 
J- T f « - <" . . « IT(m -q« — w~ -2q~m) 
6 - -F-c-mm 
c 
VT • Ji a _, 2A , 2 2 . 
tfrnVmin ° l " + C 2 < V U 2 > 
1 I 
2q2o)2 
C e m i n - F ) ( b 2 b 3
2 - b 3 b 2
2 ) + ( b 3 - b 2 ) C i ^ m a x - T ^ ( e m i l l - F ) ) 
1 " b . 1 ( b 2
2 ' b 3
Z ) + b 2 ( b 3
2 - b x
J ) + b 3 ( b 1
2 - b 2
2 ) 
(9 . -F) ( b - b 2 - b 1 b ,
2 ) + (b1 -b„ ) ( J^J ~ ( 6 - - F ) ) v mm n 3 1 1 3 J K 1 2>J ^ I ^ m a x I - / mm JJ 
2 b 1 ( b 2
2 - b 3
2 ) + b 2 ( b 3
2 - b 1
2 ) + b 3 ( b 1
2 - b 2
2 ) 
3 mm 2 3 
Underdamped <j>2 
Differentiating equation (12) twice with respect to 
time and substituting into equation (10) we have || for the 
underdamped case, 
4>*(t) = c*emt+e 2 (c*cosaJ2t+c*sina)2t)+5|. .(X4) 
26 
where the constants of integration are 
T 2 
* = r^+
c+v™+_l!!_Ji c4 cl W V V"-1 




c* = £(Kc*- Cc+V)q2c* + ITq2^c*-ITo)2
ic*-2ITq2w2c*+Cc+V)u2c*) 
Overdamped 4> 
Differentiating equation (13) twice with respect to 
time and substituting into equation (10) we have <J>1 for. the 
overdamped case, 
b., t b«t b~t -pY 
k ( t ) = cle l +c'e z +c' ^ 4 ' CIS) 
where 
c4 = V C IT ci bi 2 + ( c + v^ ci bi + K ci ) 
c' = yrCITcp2
2+Cc+V)c^b2+Kc^) 




At this point solutions are available for 8-., 0o»'}-i> 
and J7 provided we know the clutch parameter V, the maximum 
flywheel speed Nj , the reduction ratio N, and the spring 
max 
rate K. To construct a picture of the entire motion, the time 
of clutch release, t~ for 8« and t- for 0-, must be known so 
that the transition from coupled to uncoupled motion can be 
made. K and ,N are given assumed values at the beginning of 
the numerical analysis. These variables (K and N) are design 
parameters and will be used later in an effort to minimize 
power requirements. The damping coefficient c and the basket 
inertia L a s used by Horn [1] and specified by a manufacturer 
[3] are 
c = 28.8 in-lbf-sec 
.IT = 4.44 in-lbf-sec
2 
Values of V, 6 . t9 and t, will be found using the max L o 
iterative methods of bisection and Newton-Raphson, and 
appropriate constraints. Three nested loops are employed, 
Figure 7. 
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CONTINUE I 
Figure 7. Nested Loops 
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Loop A 
An increase in V, equation (1), whether by using 
more viscous fluid, decreasing clearances or increasing 
of the worlcing surfaces, would be expected to produce a 
acceleration of the coupled basket, Figure 8. The time 
clutch engagement, effectively t~» would then decrease. 
period is 
x = t2~t3 (16) 
Recall from Page 14, 
T = 1.40 seconds 
The bisection method [4] is used to arrive at a value 
of V which satisfies the criterion of period. In these 
iterative steps, a variable subscripted with i indicates the 
value that the variable takes on after the i'th iteration and 
zero indicates the initial value. 
Choose V and VT , the initial upper and lower limits 
o o 
on V., respectively, so that 
V < V < VT 
S — — J-J 
o o 
Note that V must be reasonably "close" to V or 8 ' will 
i5 Li 
O 











3TT complete the cycle with the specified arc (—*- radius). In 
this case loop C would not converge, 
Begin the iteration by setting 
V +VT s • L. 
Evaluate T. - t9 -t, (t9 and t, from loop C) . If 
1 1 1 1 
T . -T <AT 
1 ' 
where Ax is error in period, take 
V s V-
i 
and stop. AT is talcen as 0.005 seconds in this program. 
Smaller Ax will give greater accuracy at the expense of more 
computer time. Otherwise, if 
T . <X 
1 






VL = Vi 
i-j • . -i X 
1 + 1 
V = V 
si+l si 
and V will be contained in the interval [V , VT ]. If 
si+l i + l 
T . >T 
1 
then V. is too small. Set 
i 
Li+1 Li 
V = V. 
s i +1 
In either case, we have reduced the interval in which we know 
V. to exist by one -half. 
Loop B 
In order to calculate T from equation (16) it is 
necessary to have t- and t- which cannot be found without a 
value for i . (i is necessary to calculate the constants rmax ^rmax J 
of integration for coupled solutions.) In this way all 
three nested loops are interdependent. An obvious set of 
constraints is that the solutions of J, and | 2 be equal at 
both the time the clutch engages and the time the clutch 
disengages, Figure 9. In other words, the velocity of the 
time 
Figure 9. Velocity of Driving Clutch Member Versus Time 
04 
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clutch driving member $ should not have discontinuities where 
the solution changes from the coupled case <fi?,; to the uncoupled 
case <L or from ^ to }-• 
*1Ct3) = l 2
( t2 ) ^17} 
^(0) = |2(0) (18) 
By using the same value of <j> in calculating the constants 
max 
of integration for cL (t) and 4>? t^) w e satisfy the constraint 
given by equation (18) since |> v is the clutch driving 
max 
member speed J at t = 0. 
It would seem that a high value of J would cause an 
max 
increased drop in |~ from t = 0 to t2> Figure 10, since the 
torque transmitted through the clutch would be larger. Recall 
equation (2). It would also seem that a high value of 6 
v Tmax 
« 
would produce a smaller gain in cj). from t, to t s 0 since motor 
torque decreases as motor speed approaches the no-load 
running speed giving a lesser acceleration of the flywheel 
(Figure 6). In other words, if a value for &' is chosen too 
v. to J > Ymax 
high the calculated <J>-. (t,) will be larger than the calculated 
• 2(t2K 
Using the bisection method again, choose I and 
& & * ymax 
* . s° 
/pmaxT the upper and lower limits of 4> such that 







f i me 
F i g u r e .10, ' E f f e c t of i on <L'. and <L 
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d> < d> • < A 
max — Ymax — TmaxT 
so Lo 
For 6 we may take the no load running speed reflected to 
uiax* 
the driving clutch member, ~w~> a s this imposes an upper 
limit on 4». Begin by setting 
9 • 
* w t r% - v T i 
max . Tmaxn• 
j • _ s i l j_ 
^max• 2 
i 
Evaluate <L ft-) . and 4>0(t~). using i in equations (7) and i J I z z i max• 
i 




dj = <b Tmax max. 
i 
as a reasonably good approximation and stop. 0.5 rad/sec is 
used for A<j> here but smaller values can be employed with 
correspondingly greater accuracy and increased computer time 
cost. Otherwise, if 
*1(t3)-J2(t2)>o 
37 
then $ is too large and A can become the next upper max- fe rmax. rr 
i I 
limit. Set 
* m a xL. + 1
 = W 
1 + 1 1 
If 
set 
* m a x S . ^ = *max S. 
1 + 1 1 
<f>l C ^ T ) "'$? C"t 2 ̂  < ̂  
^max T = 4> 





i + l 
Loop C 
In order for the disengaged basket to reach a maximum 
displacement, 9 and repeat the uncoupled motion phase, the 
max 
clutch should be released at a time t2 for 62 such that 
e2(t2) = e1(t3) (19) 
e2(t2) = e1(t3) (20) 
38 
for a t, which must also be determined for 6,. To show this 3 . 1 
is true consider bringing together curves of 8*-and 0... at t-
and t~, respectively, Figure 11. At this time in the agitation 
cycle the clutch releases and there is a transition in the 
solution from. 8-(t) to 8-,(t), If this change in solutions is 
to accurately represent events in the real system, two criteria 
must be met. The displacement of the basket must coincide for 
both solutions and the velocity of the basket must coincide 
for both solutions. In other words, the velocity and acceler-
ation must be finite at the time of disengagement. (Since it 
is assumed that the clutch releases instantaneously the 
accelerations of 8-, and 82 do not match at this point.) The 
problem is then one of finding t2 on the curve 02(t) and t-
on the curve 8,(t) such that equations (19) and (20) hold. 
The iterative process used to find t2 and t, is Newton's 
method for systems of equations [4]. Letting, 
L/̂  — X j t - j — y 
2 ' '3 
and 
s2(t2)-e1(t3) = f(x,y) 
e2(t2)-e1ct3) = g(x,y) 
time 
Figure 11, Clutch Release 
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After choosing an approximation 3cQ,.y to the roots of equations 
(19) and (20) use the recursion formulas, 
fi£ - SM 
Y - Y 3y *3y. 
Ai+i ",'Ai i i ijaf M"H 
ax ay ax ay x = x ^ y = y i 
g i i - f M 
Y = Y B X oX 
i+ i i " if. is. - M M ax ay ax ay 
7 J x = x . , y=y. 
to generate successive values of x.. , y.. Making the 
X I 
substitutions, 
• 3 2 e 1 ( t - ) - - ae, ( t^) ae7Ct7) 3 6 - ( t , ) 
t = t + — — ~ — . — . — • • — • — — . . , — . 
*- ' . -1 ** • r\ n f JI_ \ r\ *•> n t J- "* c\ r\ f A . •% A ** , 







32e9(t9) ae9(t ') ae9(t?) ae. (t?) 
I—^Ce^^J-e^^-^f^c^^.-^^)] 
a t ? £ 2 3 
t.' '=t ; + — •• - * • — — - - — • — ; • — -
5i+i 3i 3e1(t3) a
262(t2) 392(t2) a
2e1(t3) 
a t3 at 9
2 B t 2 at:2.. ' _ 
2 3 W 
1 
" • • • " ' • U • » " " t <J» 
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The rate of convergence of this process is a great 
deal faster than that of the previous bisection method, but 
3 f S 2 • S 2 d f 
care must be taken that the Jacobian (-K— ̂ * - *t> TVT) does not 
d X d y d X d y 
vanish or become so small as to vanish due to round off error. 
It should be mentioned also that x_, y must be very good 
approximations to the roots or this method will not converge 
at all. This requires changes to the initial approximations 
of t~, "t, every time a system parameter is varied significantly 
The test, 
|t - t2 |<At 
i + 1 i 
and 
•t- - t, 1<At 
•*i + l 5i 
terminates loop C if true. The value of At used here is 
0,0001 seconds. 
Power Determinations 
Now that complete solutions are available for 62 and 
i2 it i-s possible to calculate the average power require-
ments at the motor P and the average power dissipated by the 
viscous clutch, P « See Figure 12, The remaining power, 
P-P , is dissipated by the damping on the basket, that is, 
P-P is the power that goes into washing clothes. The work 
42 
Pc 
MOTOR FLYWHEEL *" 
Figure 12. Power Flow 
4 3 
done per cycle by the motor-flywheel assembly is 
t„-
2 
W• = / i2T dt (21) 
o 
where torque T is as defined by-equation (2) 
T = vc}2-e2) (2) 
Note that this W is the work done per cycle by the motor since 
any energy removed from the flywheel by the clutch is restored 
to the flywheel by the motor before the cycle is completed. 
In other words s the flywheel meerly stores energy and lessens 
the maximum power draw from the motor. See Figure 13. 
Substituting equation (2) into equation (21), 
W = V f (J2
2-4>292)dt 
o 
The work dissipated by viscous damping in the clutch per 
cycle is 
V 
wc - / (f2-e2)T dt 
o 
or 







Figure 13. Effect of Flywheel on Power Requirements 
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Exact solutions for W and W would be very difficult to 
obtain but numerical methods of integration provide suffi-
ciently accurate results. The trapezoid rule [4] is used here 






W = / f(t)dt 
o 
and summing the area of the trapezoids in Figure 14, 
n-1 f(|t )-f(ilit ) t 
•; -« 2 n 
1 = 0 
-.25- [f(°)+fCt2>2
ns £c | t 2 ) ] 
1- I 
W is calculated in the same manner with c 
fc(t) = v(4)2(t)-e2(t))
2 




n n n 
*—time 
Figure 14. Numerical Integration 
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P = I 
T 
w. 
p = _SL 
C T 
Keep in mind that P and P are average power values and 
c 
instantaneous values may be quite different. 
Torque Calculation 
The torque transmitted through the clutch is 
T(t) = V(<L(t)-e9(t)) (2) 
therefore the maximum torque T can be found from equation 
1 max ^ 
s 0 
(2) i f t i s found t h a t maximizes (<J>0 ( t ) - 9 0 ( t ) ) , <J>. r occurs 
z z max 
at t = 0 and 0~(o) = 0 by definition. Since 6~ is always 
positive. T occurs at time zero, or 
r . • * max ' 
T = V« 4> 
max -Ymax 
This numerical work was accomplished with a computer 
program written in Fortran IV language and run on the Univac 
1108 machine; A flow chart, Figure 15, and a copy of the 
main program, Appendix A, are included as tools for further 
investigation. A fourth loop, loop D, is shown in which the 
reduction ratio N is increased by an increment of 1.0 to some 





K,C , IT , IF /BRKDWN,TQ,a ,T 
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Ymax^ 5YmaxT s L 
Begin Loop B 
Figure 15, Flow Chart for Main Program 
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(2> 






t 2 , t 3 
Begin Loop C 
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z i + l 1 i 
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Figure 15 (concluded) 
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illustrate the steps taken to evaluate the effects of the 
parameters N and K on the system operation. A similar loop 
was used for spring constant K while holding N constant. 
52 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
The numerical methods of the previous chapter yield 
various power requirements, maximum torque at the clutch, 
clutch constant, limits of basket motion and flywheel speed, 
time of clutch disengagement, and the appropriate constants 
for evaluating the equations of motion. A sample of the 
computer output is included at the end of Appendix A. Through 
the analysis, values of 
IF - 1.00 in-lbf-sec
2 
IT = 4.44 in-lbf-sec
2 
C = 28.8 in-lbf-sec 
have been used for the inertias of the flywheel and basket 
and the damping coefficient. These are the same values used 
by Horn [1] so that comparisons are valid. A larger flywheel 
inertia would result in a smaller drop in flywheel speed 
when the clutch is engaged. The flywheel inertia used gave 
a drop in speed of about 5 percent of Nj . In any future 
max 
analysis it may be safe to assume a constant flywheel speed, 
especially if Ip were increased. Spring constant K and 
53 
reduction ratio N are the independent variables. 
Plots • 
In order to minimize the number of steps for each 
iteration (see Figure 7) initial approximations for V, cj> , 
max 
t~, and t- were arrived at as experience with the program was 
gained. Since the clutch constant V appeared to be relatively 
linear with respect to reduction ratio N, Figure 16, initial 
values for V\ and Vn (Chapter III, loop A) were replaced by 
linear equations dependent on N for constant K. 
Figure 17 is a plot of power at the motor shaft P and 
power dissipated in the clutch P versus N for K ** 150 in-lbf/rad 
As might be expected P-P , the power dissipated in the basket 
v* 
due to washing action, remains nearly constant, while P 
c 
decreases with increasing N. Since the speed of the flywheel 
side of the clutch approaches the speed of the basket side as 
N increases while transmitted torque remains fairly constant, 
this is not surprising. There is, however, an upper limit on 
N. For a large N the difference in velocities of clutch 
members will be insufficient to drive the basket to a displace-
ment and velocity large enough so that the specified arc and 
period are achieved. In this case there is no solution for 
the time of clutch disengagement, t~ and t~. '' 
A plot of P versus K for N constant at 16.0 rad/rad, 
Figure 18, reveals that a small K minimizes P. However, 
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Figure 16. Clutch Constant Versus Gear Ratio 
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Figure 17, Power Versus Gear Ratio 
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gure' 18. Clutch Constant and Power Versus Spring Constant 
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the basket and a larger V is required to complete the cycle 
within the specified period. From Figure 18 it can be seen 
that there is. some practical lower limit to JC so that V is 
not prohibitively large. A large V would necessitate a large 
clutchj extremely small clearances, or excessively high fluid 
viscosities. This power draw P at the motor is of primary 
concern since it determines whether or not the use of the 
viscous clutch or the dry friction clutch is justified. 
The power dissipated in the clutch P results in an 
increase in the temperature of the clutch fluid until the 
heat transfer rate from the working fluid to the clutch 
environment is equal to P . The rise in temperature would 
decrease V which is directly proportional to viscosity. In 
Figure 19, the period x is plotted against V for three 
combinations of gear ratio and spring rate. Loop A in the 
computation scheme shown in Figure 7 provides successive 
values of V and the resulting x for the plots in Figure 19. 
Within loop A, however, the clutch release displacement, 
O-Ct^) is adjusted by varying t2 to give the proper arc, 
while in the real system the clutch release is fixed and 
the arc will vary. Table 1 shows that Qy(t7) remains fairly 
constant with respect to V so that the plots in Figure 19 are 
representative of the effect of temperature on the period of 
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To maintain a more nearly constant clutch fluid 
temperature, the clutch assembly could be exposed directly to 
the water in the agi-basket as in Figure 1. For example, 
consider the case of N = 16.0 and K = 112 in-lbf/rad. From 
Table i 
P = 0.150 horsepower 
c r 
- 382 BTU/hr 
For this heat input the water temperature will increase 1.3°F 
during a 20 minute agitation if no heat is transferred out of 
the water. Assume that the cbnvective heat transfer coeffi-
cient for the clutch housing and water is about 
.h. = 800 — 2 I 5 J _ 
W - hr-ft -°F •; 
Then 
P = h A U 
c w w w 
where A is the area of the clutch housing exposed to water 
and"U. is the temperature difference between the clutch 
w . 
housing surface and the water. For the clutch example in 
Chapter I, a typical housing might be 7 inches in radius with 
61 
an exposed perimeter 4 inches in height. Then A is 
AW - ntf)* + ^(un^) 
2.29 ft2 
Substituting these values into equation (22) 
382'BTU/hr = 800 BTU/hr-ft2~F°•2.29 ft2-U 
w 
U = 0.209 F° 
w 
Temperature variations in the washing water will then have 
more effect on period than U •. Also the initial temperature 
of the water may vary due to different washing requirements. 
If this is the case the clutch may be fined and 
exposed to air. Now the area exposed for cooling can be 
AA'" 2*<Tl32 + 2*Cl|Hl7> 
Take the heat transfer coefficient to be about 
h A ' » 8 BTU/hr-f t
2F< 
and the heat capacity of the clutch, about 
Ch = 8 .BTU/F° 
62 
Assuming that the ambient air temperature remains constant, 
then 
U A ^ " K7t^-e h > 
A A 
where II,(t) is the temperature difference between the air 
a. 
and the clutch. In Figure 20, T (period) is plotted 
against time for Dow Corning 200 Fluid [S], a silicon oil 
with a low viscosity-temperature gradient. 
Start Up 
If the mechanism is able to start without external 
assistance then a sufficient torque must be applied to the 
basket for a sufficient time to bring the basket to the 
clutch release displacement (9~(t~)), If this displacement 
is not reached, the basket will stall at some lower basket 
displacement since the clutch will never disengage, Suppose 
the motor and flywheel were brought up to the no load running 
- TO speed, ——*• (Figure 6), and the clutch engaged. If subscript a, 
3 denotes start up, 
i Te 3+c 2e 3+Ke 3 = v c $ 2-e 2) 
where the solution is the same as for 0? and |>? except that 
the initial conditions have changed. 
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Figure 20, Period Versus Time for Warm-Up 
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Initial Conditions 
^ i ~ ia @ t = 0 
. •' • • & - = 0. @ t = 0 
e 3 = o @ t = o 
e 3 = o .@ t = o 
However these initial conditions affect only the constants of 
integration. 
Taking the example of N - 16.0, 
K = 112 in-lbf/rad (Appendix A) 
•• " • b, = - .81833 
1 
b- = - 2.02242 
2 
• b 3 = - 43.25145 
F - 13.836 radius 
where the solution is of the form 
b1t b?t b-t '•' 
92(t) = C1e
 X + C2e
 l + C3e ^ + F 
Then i 
e2(«) = F 
6 5 
9 (ro) -5! 13,836 radians 
For the example above., 
9?(tn) = 4.2 radians 
Therefore, 
e2(«0 > ^ V 
and start-up is easily achieved. Figures 21 f 22,. 23 and 24 
are plots of basket displacements basket velocity, and 
driving member velocity for two combinations of reduction 
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The agi -basket model which has been used until, the 
present is shown schematically in Figure 25(a). The damping 
in this case is assumed to be between the tub inertia and the 
support. Since there is no velocity dependent interaction 
between the tub and the support the placement of the damping 
in this model lacks physical significance. An experiment is 
conducted to determine whether this model or another shown 
schematically in Figure 25(b) is capable of representing 
basket motion and to determine the appropriate values of 
damping and inertia representative of the agi-basket. The 
model in Figure 25(b) has two inertias I™ and I. connected 
by a dashpot C and anchored to a support at IT by a spring with 
rate K. The inertia, I , signifies the contents of the 
. w 
basket (water and clothes). In this model all damping is 
considered to be between the basket and its. contents. 
•In reality the system is much more complex than either 
of these models. Water and clothes trapped between paddles 
are partially carried along with the basket and separate 
regions of circulation are present at a distance from the 
paddles as seen from the operation of the experimental 
equipment. These rigid body models, however, provide a basis 
.^^JL^^Z—J •'••/' \^J—£^C 
(a) 
Figure 2 5 , 
i ^ L ^ — . « d _ Z _ . J L 
T 




Agi -Basket Models 
•-4 
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for ana lys . i s . • 
Equipment 
The apparatus used in this experiment is shown in 
Figure 26. A conventional vertical axis washing machine tub 
was used for the basket and a conventional central agitator 
is fixed to the center to provide paddles. (An outer container 
and a perforated basket were not used in order to simplify 
construction.) The tub diameter is 20.50 inches, the depth 
is 13.25 inches and it is filled with 108.5 Ibm of water. 
The empty agi-basket weighs 20.03 pounds. Towels are used to 
represent the wash load. A displacement transducer is fixed 
to the bottom of the basket through a fork and pin and the 
basket is supported at the top by a tapered roller bearing 
and a bushing. A 6.5 inch diameter drive pulley is also 
fixed to the basket. A weight applies a torque to the 
basket by a wire attached to the drive pulley and a release 
mechanism between the tub and the bushing support serves as a 
trigger for an oscilloscope. The transducer is incorporated 
in a voltage divider providing a signal for the oscilloscope. 
A camera attachment records the displacement-time curve 
produced on the. oscilloscope. 
The spring in both agi-basket models in Figure 2 5 has 
been replaced by a constant torque due to the weight (if the 
inertia of the weight is added to the tub inertia I™) for 
this experiment. It was found that the constant torque 
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simplifies the analysis of data since the torque applied by 
a spring is dependent upon displacement. Since the spring 
is external to the basket and its rate determined only by 
the designer, this substitution is justified. 
Procedure 
Six towels weighing 0.75 pounds each were found to 
provide an agitation representative of the cleaning action in 
a vertical axis washing machine when a weight of- 20.0 Ibf was 
used to accelerate the tub. The transducer was calibrated by 
turning the basket through 360° by ten degree increments. 
Linearity was observed throughout this range. 
For the real agi-basket the motion is reversed every 
0.7 seconds, therefore the data was recorded for 0.7 seconds 
after release and read every 0.1 seconds. It iss after all, 
the transient response of the tub that yields the system 
variables C, I™, and I and at a longer time from release 
the steady-state response becomes dominant. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data from this experiment is a plot of basket 
angular displacement versus time for.an agi-basket accelerated 
by a constant torque T. Schematics for the one mass and two 
mass models with damping are shown for this situation in Figure 
27 a and.b. . 
A third system is included (Figure 27c) to facilitate 
comparison of the other two models. For each model a solution 
is ••found for .the displacement of the inertia.:!™,, that is 
IC jC(tjITj.C) 
eiCI * 6ICI^t,IT,C>Iw^ 
8j = eI(t>iT) 
Values of inertia and damping (IT , C-., IT , .. ,s etc.) 
• l l l - XZ ;. 
are found that give the best correlation between the particular 
solution and the experimental curve at the points where the 
data is read. The models are then judged by the degree of 
correlation.. 
The criterion for judging the degree of correlation 
between the function 6jp» ®jci> 0 T ®T an(^ the data points 
(a) (b) (fM 
1 MASS WITH DAMPING 2 MASS WITHOUT DAMPING 
J^J^l^^^ 
Figure 27. Models of Agi-Basket Used in Experiment ĉ  
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H , H, ,...11'- is the variance, defined by 
o' 1 7 
7 2 
EIC(IT,C) = Z E0 I C(t i >I T,C)-H i]
Z (23) 
i = o 
7 2 
EICI(I C,IW) = E [e^jCt^I^C,^)-^]' (24) 
i = o 
7 2 
Bj CIT) = I [ G ^ t ^ I ^ - H ^ (25) 
i = o 
where t- = 0.1(i) seconds, 
One Mass with Damping 
The differential equation for the one mass system 
with damping is 
I T0 I C +C9 I C - T 
with initial conditions 
IC = o e t = o 
§Tr, = o• @ t = o 
1L 
for which the solution is 
I 
T 
eIC(t,-c,iT) = — \ e^- t-i)+Jt 
To m i n i m i z e the variance Ej^,, set 
dll 3 0 T ( t . , I T , C ) 
1L - 0 = - 2 Z { [ 9 I C ( t i J I T , C ) ^ H i 3 - ^ ^ 4 ~ - ~ i } 
i 
~̂ C ~wc 
3E IC 
TT 
36 ( t . , I T , C ) 
= 0 = - 2 Z { [ 0 I C ( t i S I T . C j ) - ^ ] - ^ ^ ^ - ) 
i 1 I 
and solve these two simultaneous equations for I,n an 
Newton's method for simultaneous equations is used w 
initial values are chosen for C and I™, Denoting th 
initial values C and 1' and each iterative value C 
o i o 








2 3 P 
IC d LIC 
3 I j 3 I T 
3 1 T 3 C 31 ™ 31 m 
c=c. 
1: 





T = I m + 
9 E - 9E 
_ I C _ I C 
9C9CT 9C 
2. 
3 E I C - 3 E I C 
i + 1 
3' i rp 9L d l r n 
I T 
d ^ IC d fcIC 
9C9C 9 C 9 I T 
2 2 
a E I C 3 E I C 
O C . • 
1 
X rp X r p 
9 I rp 9 f-, 9 I rp 9 I rp 





The iteration terminates when 
C x 1 -C. I <A,C l + l l :l 
and 
T -Ii|<AIT 
i + l 
For this analysis 
Ac = 0.001 in-lbf-sec/rad 
AIT '= 0.001 in-lb£-sec2/rad 
The minimized EJC is obtained from the final IT and C by 
i 
equation (23)... 
T^o Mass System with Damping , 
The differential equations for the two mass system 
80 
shown in Figure 2 7 are 
VlCI^VlCI * T (26) 
IW*ICI * C^ICI"^ICI} (27) 
with initial conditions 
8ICI = ° @ t " ° 
e I C I = o [ t « o 
<f> = 0 § t = 0 
Differentiating equation (27) with respect to time 
and rearranging 
hi * J J = o 
C ICI ICI ICI u 
Combining with equation (26) 
4>TpT + C(T— +T~)^T rT .- j — | — 
x\^x x rj. J. ̂  x c x T W 
This equation can easily be solved for L „ T 
• I C I
 = A ' e q t + rrr 
81 
where A' is a constant of integration and 
q = -C( Ti + I) 
T W 
Substitute this solution for TrT into equation (26) 
= A e
qt + —L__ 
ICI iT+iff 
Integrating twice with respect to time and applyinj 
the ini t ia 1 cond it ions 
fl ft T f T 1. - A e^t4- T t 2 - A t - A 0JCI( , IT,C,IW)  - T e + t ~2 
q • i W x q 
T T W where A = r- r r- T- T 
1Tl-iT WJ 
Using Newton's method, as in the previous model f I ,C, and I w 
are found which minimize E T r T (t, IT,C,lw). Again the 
iteration is terminated by the test, 
I™ '- I™ <Alrp 
1 + 1 1 
Cx1 - C.I<AC i+l I ' 
r - i l < A i Jw. 1
 iw. i^fliw 
1 + 1 1 
82 
where AT' and AC are as given for the first model and 
. i 
AT = 0.001 i n - l b f - s e c 2 / r a d 
The minimized E T r T is then evaluated from equation (24). 
One Mass System Without. Damping 
The differential equation for the single mass without 
damping is 
IT0T = T 1 1 
with initial conditions 
T =• 0 @ t = 0 
9j = 0 @ t = 0 
The solution of the differential equation is 
T 2 
jltjii-pj ~ — — - t 
To minimi z e R 'set 
3ET 3eT(t. ,IT.) 
a x : : -2?{[eI(t i,iT)-H i] - i * - J _ } . = o 
i i i 
83 
2 2 
T Tt. -Tt. 
f[ i H.)(—f-)] 
r i 
1 4 2 
21™ • i - i i 
1 i i 
I 4 
1 = 1 i i 
T 2 ZH.t.2 
. i i 
i 
The miniin i zed V,T is then calculated from e q u a t ion (25) , 
A summary of these results can be found in Table 2, 
Values of C and I„, for this single mass with', damping are in 
good correlation with C and I™ used in the analysis of the 
2 proposed drive mechanism (4.44 in-lbf-sec /rad and 28.8 
in-Ibf-sec/rad , respectively). As judged by the variance E, 
the two mass model with damping provides a more accurate 
displacement-t-ime curve than either of the other models. 
More complex models might be expected to be in even 
closer argument to experiment. While the analysis will 
not be carried out again with the two mass model here due 
to the complexity of the solutions in the coupled portion 
of basket motion (Chapter III) this is recommended for 
future research. 
Table 2. Experimental Results 
MODEL'.. 
E 
rad2 InMseS /rad. 
C. i ^ 
in.Stof.seo in.tbf.sec? 
/rad ;" Aad 
1.MASS w i t h DAMPING 
2 MASS w i t h ...DAMPING 




4 . 5 0 9 
2 . 1 9 ? 
•11.31 
31*9^Q 




C VISCOUS CLUT rH APPLICATION 
L 
I M P L I C I T KEftL < A " Z ) 
ClMPt.EX ?\C»flC 
WiljripjTj j * . * 2 - T H I T S * P ( ^ " 1 
Li T i r i P t T j „ t H C T , 1 * * 2 
C 
K'LaD *:>, 1 0 0 ? K, C„ J T , J F » BRKnWMf TO* ALFA» TAU 
1 0 0 F O H ' ^ T | « F d w 0 1 
f 
K = 1 2 1 . 0 
050 K=K+?0„o 
If I1* „ G T . 1 8 0 . n) STOP 
n=i5 .u 
3 0 0 N = N + 1 » 0 
IF < N • GT • 1 8 . 0 ) * bo-r'-IO P5u 
r 
JF = J r * i ' 4 * * ' 
Tu=T^*t4 
At ,FA=ALF**N*N 










C BEGIN LOOP A 





fc'hlT- (6*l*t0) V 
l4d Fuhc-^T </»lX»fV-»»(r8'.4> 





5- l ? . 0* (, i. i * * 3 1 — n » u * A 2 * A 1 +«i7• 0* -\-x) /?7 , fl 
C TL'ST ru ;? FOR" GF SO, U l i O ' j o r CHETA2 
? - 1 . T 
It- ( ( S * * * J ) / ' * , 0 + ( K * * 3 ) / 2 ' » . u »LTS 0 , 0 ) GO T 0 90<2 
r. E:'.'AL."«>'.. CO'i r>Tn"TS .-0!< '»','"»_ ^ n M ^ p r L , , » ^ r 
*-»J ^1 C ( -L ' j / 2 s n 4 ,
c » .r;T< < S * * £ ) / M , ' l i C ? * ^ ? ) / ? 7 . U ) ) 
r - - J '"T i ( - b ) / ^ . i l - S .,-;T( ( f , * * < ; ) / 4 . ' i l («n * ? ) / ' 7 „ u ) ) 
86 
' • _ . ; + = " - ( ;. I ' / j . G ) 
^2=( • " • + j ) / 2 . n + A l / 3 . j 
u v = ( ^ : : t T r 3 . n ) / 2 . o > * l A - u ) 
F = t T r t ' * J ) ' / ( J F - * j T * A i j 
Go TA oO' 
C 
9 0 2 Wf\iTF 1 6 * 1 0 ^ ) 
1 0 5 F V , * U A T t l X t ' O V E i ' D A ^ P E t l * ) 
Z r j . n 
C EVALUATE CJfl^TAMTS ntM OVER^AwPEO CftSE 
•X=-S/?-.0 
Y - S ' - ) r i 7 | - ( l S * S } / . i . ' J + ( R * *
1 « ) / 2 7 . 0 ) ) 
A-C=C"i,i'<T(Ci..PLX(v»Tf) J 
BCsC r i -KT(Gi ' - iPLX(v»(-Y>) j 
c 
B l z R T A L H C + 'BCJ—1/3 *0 
BiisRe:AL( * C + 3 C ) / | - ^ . 0 ) + S C R T t 3 . 0 ) * U l M A G C A C - B C > / 2 » 0 ) - A l / 3 . 0 . 
B i = K r A L ( « C + f l C ) / ( - 2 . 0 ) - S 0 R " i | 3 . 0 ) * ( A I K A 6 { A C - B C 1 / 2 . 0 ) - A 1 / 3 . 0 
F = ( T O * V ) / ( J F * J T » A 3 J 
C 
C BEGIN LOOP n 
C FIND VAL't (F PHMAX 












Ci=('(K/jTJ *TH1MTH-1 V/JT)*PHMAX+rl*M**2+C2* (02**2-1*2**2) )/(i.0*Qi* 
1 w-2) 
GO TO 60"̂  
C 
602 Dt:*V=Bl*( lb2**2)-(i}3**2»)+B2*< (n3**2>-(Bl**2) )+B3*S IBI**2)-B2**21 
•Ci5l.«TrilMlN-Fj*|D2*B3*B',-iJ3*B2*n2) + (B3-B2|*({V/JT)*PHrtAX 
1 .-lK/JTj*TMlMn>)/jENl 
Ci=( (Tni,ilJi-F)*[R3*Bl*0l-ol*B3*t3) + (Bl-n3|*({V/Jt)*PHrtAX 
1 -l-K/Jr)*THlMIMi J/jENl 
0 = T H l i J i r * » - F - C 2 - r l 
. fcKlTF ( 6 * 0 6 ^ 1 S j » d2» B^r CW C?» C3 
0 8 9 FukMAT ( S X » 6 E 1 5 . 6 ) 
C 
C BEGIN L0°P C 
C FIND 1 2 A'Nti T3 BY fl. K, MET»»Ou 
C •" 
603 C O N T I N U E 
Tk=0«6d 
T 3 = M - i . ? 2 » * 3 , l u l 5 9 > / W l 
NcrrO.O 
C 
2 0 2 If- ( ? , G T , . 2 . 0 ) GO TO 6 ^ 
87 
Th2T?=Cl*EXPtM*T2>+EXP< f - d 2 * * T 2 ) * i C2*C0SI l ( 2*T2 ) -+C3*SI r i ( W2*l 2 ) )+F 
Tsi2FT2=c t *M*EXP , M*T? J ~G?*£XP t < - n 2 > * T 2 J * (C?*COS t W2*T2) +C3*SIN C M2*T4 
J I »+ ' -Xp( .C-Q?)*T?) i*< ( -€2f* .»?*SI f ' l tW2*T2)-«-C3*r t2*C0Srto2*T2) J 
Tt*2ST2=c1 * ( M * * 2 j * t l x P ( M * T 2 i + ( 0 2 * * 2 ! * r X P ( (-u<£) * T £ ) * < C 2 * C 0 S ( N ^ * T 2 ) + O 
1 * S l N t W 2 * T 2 > ) - 2 . 0 * u 2 * £ X P ( C - 0 2 ) * T 2 ) * ( l - C ? K r t 2 * S l N ( W 2 * T 2 ) + C 3 * W 2 * C U S i 
2 * 2 * T 2 ) ) - i£XPI {~ .o .2^T2J* rC2* (W2**2J*C0SCW2*T2) .+C3* ( f t l 2* *2J*S lNC* i2 *T* i 
3 ) ). 
GO T n 60*> 
C 




C : • 
605 ThlT^=EXpt<-01>*T3)*tC7*CjS(Wl*T3)+Cfl*SlN{Wl*T3)J 
T i t lFT3=EVp( ( - G l j * r , 3 > * < ( V i * C f l - ^ l * C 7 ) * C « 5 ( W i * T 3 ) - { W i * C 7 + u i * C l i > * S l N f 
. i » i * T 3 » ) . 
TH1ST3=EYP< C-Ql j*T3)*(( fGl*C7-Wi*CR)*0t-(.,.l*C7+Ql*C6)«!Wl)*C0S{Wi*f 
1 j> + ( t wi*C7+Ql*c8)*Ql-tyl*C8-Ql*C7>*Wl)*SjlMWl*T3)>' 
c 
WKITF (6.X50) TH1T3* T»lfT3» Tn2T2, TH2FT2 . 









'W*IT*C C 6 * I 3 W -?3* .T2 . 
130 FORMAT t 1 X » » T 3 = t f £ i 3 # 7 » * X » * T 2 = *
; , E r 3 . 7 ) 
C ' 
Nc=wr+i.n 
I F C '̂C ,« iT . 1 0 . n J GO TO 90S 
I f «AnS.(H'U »GT, I . £ - 4 ) #=0 TO 20? 
I f t A R S ( K ^ J . . 6 T . l . f c - i * ) £0 TO 2rs2 
C 
C END LOOP C 
I f {? •GT» 2.0..). Go To 3'nH 
C H ; = C 1 * - ( K / V + ( C + V I * M / V + J T * ( M * * 2 ) / V ) 
X t > = l K * C « ? - l C + V ) * f ; 2 * c ? + JT*O^*O2*C?- jT *W?*W2*C2-2 ,0 *JT*O2*» l2 *C3+ tC>V.» 
: 3 * l V2*C3>/V • .. . 
C u = « v * C > - K + V » * . J 2 * c 3 + J T * O i *
r ' ? * C ^ - J T + W ? * W ' 2 + C3+2 .0 *J l *Q« i * i * 2 *C2 -CC+V l 
i * „ ? + C 2 } / ^ 
P « - . i r ' > = C U * t x P - ( M * T 2 W E X P ( f » u 2 ) * T 2 ) * ( r 5 * C 0 < ; { . . ^ * T 2 » + C b * S T N t w 2 * T 2 ) ) 
1 -*?•*"/J 
C-,0 x ^ 3 ' j ^ 
C 
304 C 4 - ( . » T * c T * b l * & l 4 <C + V ) * c i * a i + K * C l >/V 
Ci>=(.»T*c '*»^?-*^2+ (V. + V ) * C ^ * J 2 + ^ * C ' » ) / V - • • 
Co=C j T « r - * * u 3 * F ^ 3 t <<-+V) *C
T**o . ' + t<*C ,*>/v 
Pn2T»=C '» *LxP i [ » 'UT t - )+c^ *e -y r . ( n .? *To )+ r ( , * r yn { M ^ J | . T^ )+F*K /V 
C 
3f:F> r.t . iT"'-=(T'>/ALFA + : M :MX)*E.yPt ALFA/ tF*
T 7 ) -TO/ t ; LFA 
!• i i M i r t t - » j . H ^ ) p >•'.•>,<» i ' H i T j , P.M -̂r? 
14J f ^ ' * T { «,. r * P H ' ^ X~» '
: E 1 J . 7 V * V ' » • ' i V . n * t » t r l ? . 7 » ' * M »Pn.iT2s» * E i o , 7 ) 
I f I ^ - ^ C ' M I T ^ - ^ , 21,;) . L T . H . V M ( ^ TO TO t 
38 
I r ("' : . ~T . 5i ' , . J ^0 To Q0n 
It t ^ t i T ^ - . G T . - h ^ r ? ) P« •*•'/, XL'=PM';.f\x 
It- ( ^ l U T ^ , L T . ; -H2 i2 ) P*-«',.,\X5=PM'*AX 
Co TA 2 I J 1 
C 
C EijD LwOP b 
301 It- l * - ' b < ' T 2 - T 3 ) - T / u j > 8 L
T . 0 . n 0 5 > ' 6 0 TO BOi* 
I r ( ! T 2 - T j ) .GT.. f M t l ) v*~=w 
It- ( ( T ^ - . T 0 ) # L j s ' i M y j v , - v 
V ^ r ' m i . ' * 
I f {''A . « ! « 1 2 . - ) . iiO To a a 3 
'GO T^ 2 0 ° 
C 
C EfiG LuOP A 
C CALCUuAT1" POu,£K ANO POv;ER LAS5 
C . . . 
800 Wof<K=V* \ T2/2.0 . 0 > * ( w * ©• 0) + 2 . 0 * W ( . 1*T2> + 2 . 0+tf ( • 2 * T 2 ) +2.0 ' *WI . 3 * 1 2 ) + 
1 i ; . 0*i». < . ft* T2) +2 . 0*tv ( . 5 *T? ) +2 , 0*V C , 6 * T 2 J + 2 . 0*W ( . 7 * T 2 ) + 2 , Q*tf ( »a*T^ ' l 
. 2 + 2 . * * ' .V ( . 9 *T2 )+-.-«1*2 )> 
W w K K L = V * * T 2 / 2 0 - . n ) * » H 0 . P ) + ? . 0 * L r - l * T 2 » + 2 , - 0 * L { . 2 * T 2 ) + 2 « 0 * L i . 3 * T 2 > * 
1 2 . 0 * U , ^ * T 2 ) + 2 . 0 * L . C •5 *T2 i+2 .0 * i t •6 *T2)+2 .0*L ( .7*T2>+2«0*L.( eB*T2) 
2 +2.n*LC e9*T2)+t IT2) )• 
PWK=WO^K/(O60().|»*TAU) 
PurtL'^OP^L;/ < 660n • 0*lAU} 
WKITr<6,79u) PWP» pWRL 
790 FuKMAT (/»9X» »P,- R=« »Fe>.ir#bX» *PW!?L=f »F9.5) 
C 
WKITF 16*051) K 
051 FORMAT (*.X» •K=,,Fi*.l) 
WKlTr 16*1035 M 
103 FORMAT i*.X.»te»,F4.l) 
T H 0 M A X = V * P M ' 1 A X 
WK1TF. «6#791) T:.Q-,AX 
7 9 1 FurtM^T inXf»TRO. A X ~ * , F l ? . b ) 
C, 
W « I T r C 6 * H 0 ) V 
. 1 1 0 FOH fAT . t « X » » V = » , F l 2 . 5 ) 
wunr ( b r i i i j P;..MAX 
1 1 1 ' FoKM'tT {r*AiipW-UX-*fFl2*5) 
WK'lT r t o * 112) . Pi I T 3 
. 112- FOrtM^T t a A # f P H l i 3 = * # F l 2 , 5 ) • 
W K l T r - - ( 6 » 1 1 3 ) T i . lMA* 
113 FurtM^T ( 1 X » ' T H l . - « A X = S F i r » . a ) 
VfKlT*" 4 6*78.0) T."l::-ilf-J 
780 FoKMiT < O X , • T H l - ' I - f s ' »F1?.J>) 
W h l T r (6»11^'S T i 
1 H FUi<,^T ( i X r » T l = w F i 2 . 5 ) •• 
W K I T F {b»115> Ip 
115 FoHMAT (ox ,«T2=«• • r j > 2«5 ) 
W u i T r < 6 » U f O .T* 
116 FuK"AT (HX*• *T3=» »<-"!?• 5) 
Wi<lT r l f>«U*M. T . :1 I3 
117 FoHit'VT ( r V k » » T H l T 3 - » » F l 2 . 5 ) 
Wr<lTr (6»3t>3) ' T. (2r T2 
3 b 8 FuKViAT t n x » * T H 2 r - T d = % F l ? . b ) 
tort I T * ( f t * l i f t ) 0 | 
l l - i F w < r " i T ( ->A , » ' i l - , » r
: i 2 . 5 ) 
l M , l T r 6 , l S l l
r i > -W, 
1 1 9 F o R ^ T ( ^ X f » W l = » > F i 2 . 5 ) 
c 
IF ! T . G T - 2 . 0 > Gw TO 3 1 1 
» K i T r ( 0 » 1 2 n ) M 
1 2 0 FoR-- :M { ° A » * " = • , F 1 < > . 5 ) 
' • " A i T r ( 6 * 1 ^ 1 ) .-•>- . 
1 2 1 F v m . ^ T . p X » * G 2 ~ * » r i 2 . 5 ) 
h ' M T e ( 6 » 1 2 2 ) i*.'p . 
1 2 2 F O K - H T p A » » W 2 = t t ' F i 2 . 5 ) 
0 ^ T ^ 3 1 1 
C 
• 3 1 1 W K l T r ( 6 » i o d ) n , 
3 6 0 F uR'••: A T { n x r »B1. = . r F i 2 . 5 ) 
W r < I T r ( b » 5 o l > 3-? 
361 FORMAT PA,»B2=t«Fi2„5) 
WHiTT (6»3u2) B* 
362 FORMAT (oX,»E3=t*fj.2.5) 
C 
310 hhlTP- (6»123) F 
123 FORMAT tox,«F=«-fFi2.5) 
WKIT6" C6*12*+>. Ct 
124 FORMAT <°Xf»ci=i»Fl2.5) 
WHITC t6»125) C? 
125 FORMAT I ̂ x»• c 2=»# F I 2 • 5) 
WrvIT- (fo.j.26) Cv 
126 FORMAT <OX»*c3=trf12.5} 
WKIT1" 16*127? Cn 
127 FORMAT px» »C**=I »FI2.5> 
WKITP (6»12R> C5 
128 FORMAT t<>X..»C5=»»Fi2#5.) 
h«lTr (6*120) Cf 
129 FORMAT (iX»*Cfc=»»F-i2.5) 
c • ' 
•IF I7 .GT. 2.0} GO TO 3°0 
GO T^ 3Q? 
390 WKITP" I6»391) 
391 FORMAT- (1X-#«THETA2 O V E R P A M P E D M 
392 IF PHiT* .LT. .rRi\bWN) PO TO 90t. 
Go T" ion 
. 901 WKlTr (6'10'l). ' 
104 FORMAT (tXr'MOTrR oRK0w»»j 
GO Tn 30 n 
c 
903 .WKITP" (6».1G6J 
106 FORMAT (tXf'NA 
6v T°> 30^ 
904 WHlTr !6*107} 
107 FORMAT c tx» »NB 
Gu Tn 300 
905 Wi\lTp (6*101) 
106 FuRMAT (tx» *NC 
Go T n 30H 
c 
C D E F I M t F1 "NOT T or>j<; P l T ) A
 fi0 TM C T ) 
F U M C T I 0 M T l l ( T ) 
•1 A R G E ' '» 
t A K o E M 
I Art jbEV) 
90 
1 i n r - l *• • . A ^ ( - * 0 - J ^ f ; r ( 1-02! *T>*(C2*COS(*<i*T)+C.3*Slii<rf2*"n ) 
2 + L X ° H - ' V ) * T ) * I t - c - ) * . . - r » * s n
, r r t? *T )4 - r3 *w?* i : ubt r i< ; *T ) ) 
! F - f , . i r . ? . 0 ) T t l = C l t ! j i * 1 . \ P ( R i + T ) + C 2 *
n ? * h x f t i i * i * T } + C 3 * J 3 * t A f ( t i3*TJ 
KcPJ n r . 
• F O N C T 1 O : ; ' P m 
It-' ( * , i _ r . ? . u ) 
1. *J=C1»*t:v--«tf*T> + - XP| ( - 0 2 > * 1 >*(CS*CO<;»W's*T) * C 6 * i i i N U 2 * T > )+F»K/V 
If- i7 <«;/ . ? . 0 ) P=C4 * E . < r , l D l * T ) + r 5 * r y P < n ? * r J + C o * E X F ( U 3 * T ) + F * K / V 
f ^ r u n f . ; 
E K J 
p„h= . 5 7 9 1 9 
£! , — 
Pw°L= . 150 D H 
n = l b , 0 
-4/T2 3rfe"5 n"cc»0 Hf t -
P iMA.,=r 
.p -yc^s-
1 2 . lu3ot> 
T ! U
M »A= t*.<*.0o*+l 
•—»3Q^yy-
T i = - . 3 1 9 2 1 
T j = - . 6 7 ' j r t 2 • 
4-^-^p-2i^o-
T.i2FT2= . 7.49bi>0 
-Uj.^. ^ . 2 4 . 3 ^ . 
W].= 0.814-92 
' - j 
C*= 
- • G a -
JlH^^^-^Q^^ti^^PZu 







•IMPLICIT REAL <A-2> 
-INTEGER-4-
DIMENSION THETA(121)» THETAFU2I) • PHIF<121>'» IBUFFC12001* TC|21I 
READ (5*201) Z* N' K» y» PBMAX* THlMlN* T2r T3 
READ (5»202) .Ql» Wl» Mr ©2? Wg* F 
• 202--FORMAT--t6FltU0i-
REAO (5«2o3) Cl» C2» C3» C4» C5» C6 




—*J F"Ht * 0 0 
-G7=THHt£N-
ce=<Qi*C7)/wi 







T(I> = ('I-1)*.02 
IF (T(D .GE. T2I GO JO 101 
•^HE^A+I-^sTWa-l-T+M-l-
•THETAFCI)=TH2F<T(D) 
GO TO 100 
101 IF «T(D eGE» (T2-T3)) GO To 102 
THETA<^4:=TH1-(T-4^IJ!R«2»T3^-
THETAF * I) sTHlFd 1I) *(T2-T3) ) 
-PHIF414 S P H lF+T-*44*Wa-T34-l 
GO TO 100 
102 IF CTCII .GE, (T2-T3+T2)! Go TO 103 
THETA i11 =TH2 (T M •)" < T2-J3 M — 
THETAF 11) = TH2F C T CI) - C T2-T3) >• 
-PHIF {14-PH2F (-J4-|4~4-I2~T-340 . 
GO TO 100 
103 'THETA(I)=THl(TM>'"2«0*(f2-T3)> 
THETAF <1 )sTHlFi-TUJ^2.0**T2-T3i *-
PHlF(i)=PHlF<TtI»*2«0*{T2-T3)) 
100 . T.(I).=T(I)*2«5 
T H E T A ( I - ) = T H E T A H ) * 0 « 5 7 2 9 5 8 
THET,"F< I ) rTHETAF M J * {60 » 0/6. 2^319» *0• 02 
10'U PHlF.i I JSPMIF(D»(60.0/6*28319) *0»02. • 
9 
, CALL-PLOTS—W»UF-£-*42&#^34 — •—• —— 
CALL PLOT U ' . 0 * 5 . 5 # - 3 ) • 
—. C ALL AXI S~4 0 • 0 * 0'• Q* f T l M E •••• «*+! 0 . 0 * 0*0 ».Q»0»0 • 41 — 
CALL AXIS 10.Q»-3«0>«THETA (DEfi) ' » U » 6 * f l » » » * 0 . - ' 3 O O . O » 100*01 
_ C ALL. PLOT- t T ( 1 I # | H £ l A i i W 3 ) — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DO 105 1=2*121 
l4lS---C4LL r-43L«^^ — • — • • — • ~ 
C 
CALL- PLOTS- X I BUFF-* l20o*3J _ — 
CALL p L O T t l 2 « 0 » 0 . 0 » - 3 ) 
.._ CALL-AXIS—UUO*£*XL*JTlME*-* *** l-0-»O* O-*a#O*0* 0»W—. ————— 
CALL AXIS < 0 . 0 * - 3 » 0 » ' V E L O C I T Y < R P M ) • # 1 * U 6 . 0 » 9 0 « 0 » - 1 5 0 , 0 » 5 0 . 0 > 
C 4 1 J - - P 4 J 1 T — i ^ ^ — . • . . • — : — i — — 
DO 106 1=2*121 
,..: 146 -C A L L - ^ L O T — ( ^ ^ ^ T ^ E U l ^ - P - f ^ l — —• : — — — -
, CAL-L—PfcOT- <-T (4->-»P*tfEX*»*>J • : • 
DO 107 1=2*121 
10X-CALL-^UH^-XTXU*l?HIfXl^iJ _______ ______ ______—__ 
CALL PLOT ( 1 1 » 0 » 0 * 0 » 9 9 9 > 
_ STOP— • — — • — : 
C 
. ^^-SUUCJ^rOU-^UM^X—. .—. — — . . . 
• T H l = E x P ( ( - G l > * T > * t C 7 * C 0 S C H l * T > + C e * S l N ( W l * T ) > 
— R t W R N — • — — • —-—•— : :—' • • •• 
C 
_ P 4 J N C ^ W - T W 2 4 4 4 — - - ^ — — __________ _ .. __ 
I F CZ .LT- . 2 . 0 ) TH2=C1*EXP(M*T) *EXP( <-Q2).*T>*(C2*C0S<W2*T) • 
—_A_-4^3^tS-tN-C-#2';feT--M-jfeF' • • ••—•———- : • — ————;—— 
I F <Z . G T . . 2 . 0 > • T H 2 S C l * E X P t B l * T ) + C 2 * E X P t B 2 * T ) + C 3 * E X P ( B 3 * T ) * F 
..,:.. R-E—V<wt4—' —— ••-! ' .-• - - •• '—-— • -""•'• 
c 
——p^^.C_T^-6M-fHl"F-l-W • = • • — 
•TH1F=EXP( ( - Q i ) * T > * ( W i * C f l - 0 l * C 7 ) * C 0 S ( W l * T J - ( W l * C 7 + 0 1 * C 8 » * S I N < W l * T ) 
A—-J. __ , : _ ; ~_ : __-. . ; ; _—-
RETURN 
FUNCTION TH2FCT) / . 
I F _ i z.__^_^____a^)XjB2H=C4*»*EXP •<.*t*-T4-Q2*EXP- I C ---02 l*T4_UC2*COSX«2*T-l— 
A + C 3 * S l N < w 2 * T 2 n + E X P l ( H a 2 ) M ' > * < < ~ C 2 > * t f 2 * S I N ( W 2 * T > + C 3 * w 2 * C 0 S ( W 2 * T > ) 
_ - I F-t-Z _ _ ^ | L _ _ ^ - _ 0 4 _ - 4 t t 2 f e e i ^ l ^ ^ — 
. A . ( B 3 * T > • • . • ' * • 
- -WETURH- • •• — — — — — — — — 
c 
- —FUN.CTION--PH1F-XT-*—• — — 
PH lF=(TQ/ALFA+PHHAX)*EXPtALFA/JF*T ) -TQ/ALFA 
RETURN : : • — : ~ 
c 
- FUNCTION pH2F<T>-:~ - — — - - - ' - ,-
I F (Z . L T . 2 . 0 > P H 2 F = c * l * E X P ( H * T ) * E X P ( t - Q 2 ) * T ) * ( C 5 * C 0 S t W 2 * T ) * C 6 * . 
••- - - A s l . 'N ( *2* f>>+F?tK/V<- - —_ • ••..'-, -
I F CZ«GT« 2 . 0 ) ' P H 2 F = C U * E X P ( B 1 * T > + C 5 * E X P { B 2 * T ) * C 6 * E X P ( B 3 * T J + F * K / V 








READ (5»100) THC11 
100 FORMAT (F6.0> 
WRITE (6»106> I»TH(X) 



















Qs («c )..* c-l <;/AW+l * / A T I 
ClsAW*f/AT/(AT4>AW> 
00 500 ISlVN 
Tso.1•FLOAT(1-1) 
EX=EXP(Q*T> 






C 1 A T = A * * F * ( 2 « * A T + A W ) / ( ( A T * A T + A T * A 1 » > * * 2 ) 
C l A w t F / ( ( A T + A w ) * * 2 ) 
UC.= D<?*OC 
OAWrDQ*QArf+D.Cl#ClAt f - .5«T*T/ ( {AT+«'W)#«2) .. 
UATs 'D .Q*QAT+3C l *C lAT- ,5 *T*T / ( {AT+AW)* * ' 2 ) 
3 . S S ^ . ; . , . * C l / - | Q * * t t ) * t E X - l . ) - 2 , * C l * T / < 0 * * 3 ) * ( 2 . * E X + l # ) + c l * T * T / Q / Q * t X 















1 + D Q + Q A W A W + D C I * C 1 A W A W + F * T * T / ( < A T + A W ) * * 3 ) 
DAWAT=(DQQ*OAT+OQCl*ClAT.>*oAW+(btlCl*ClAT+DSCl*OAT)*ClAtf 
•I +DC1*C1AWAT+F*T*T / ( (AT+AW)**3) 
OATAT=(DQQ*QAT+DOCl*ClAT)*QAT*(Ot lCl*ClAT+DQCi*QATl*ClAT 
1 • 0 Q * Q A T A T * 0 C I * C 1 A T A T + F * T * T / ( ( A T + A W ) * * 3 > 
C 
S = T H ( I ) - D 













WRITE .(6*4-99') C? A.We AT* E 












i +EAT*(ECC*EAtfAT-E*WhfEC**J) /Z- ' ' * ••" 





AT = AT+D£.LTAT 
95 
IF (DELTC .ST, 0*001)-60 To *M>1 
IF .(DELTA* .ST. 0.0011 SO yQ i»01 
IF IDELTAT ®GT, 0*001) GO JO *01 
WRITE (6t501) C. AW., AT 





ONE MASS WITH DAMPING 
— OIMEHS IWt "THT5t» ~ " 
c 
" " " • N=a : ~ ~ — ' 
no mo 1=1.N 
ft t nn~t^Tf^-irtrt-~-fntJtt : • : •— 
lOO FORMAT (Po .O) 
C ' ' ~ ~™~~ ~ 
A = b * ^ 
' •• C = 30.-fl—"^^ ' ~ " " -
F=b6«2 
— K=ncr , , , , , 
C 
J*00 CONTINUE : — — — - - ' • 
If- IK . .GT. 12 ) STuP 
E-O. 
rcr tn—— • • — • 
EA~0 ,•» 
EC C^fri • — • • — -• — __.__—.__ 
ECA=0. 
E A A=*^ ~ T ~ T ~ ' :~; '—" 
; f ^ j ^ f - • — , , , , , : • : , : , : , : , _ ___ , 
— 0 O ~ 5 < » t r - l ^ t T N ' : — — • _ — : _ L 
• T = 0 . 1 * F L / > H T ( I - 1 ) 
E X = £ V P H - C ) / A * T ) _ _ •••- ._:_ 
i > = A * e / C / O l E X - l . ) + F / C * T 
"•~" ' otix^^r^^rrx^*crf^rEJ^r^^^*T7cye*t Fx'+rrf—~~T~—— - — 
D A = F / C / C * ( . E X - l , J + F * . T / A / r * t X 
—~™D:C csrrtt*F / (c * mj^Tty^iTT^T^r^rri c**3 j *rzv* rx>iTnT*r*r/rt7C7'c*Ex~ 
" r - 0CA=tr2»• > * F / ( C * « 3 > * ( E X - 1 , ) ~ 2 . * F * T / A / C / C » E X - T * T » F / A / A / C * E X • 
"~ ' " 0AA= c *T* ' t7TA"* *3T*EX~ ' " —•••-- - - - . - - — — 
ssTrftn-TnT ™ " " " "•" 
£>£+S**2 -
EC=Er =Z~*SZH£ ' "* *~~ "" ; 
EA = E A - 2 . * i » * 0 A 
Etc=ccc+' ,.*(oc*c»c-s*D'ccr"~ " ' "' " "' ';•"• 
Ei-A= e "CA+' > . * (DC*DA- i *DCA) 
FHA=eArt + ' . * tOA*OA-S*DAA" ) ""'•'"" " 
5U*1 O N f H i U E 
VJKlT r ' 16»<*9") C» A» E 
1 ^ Foi<!4*T ( »0X» »C=» »Fl2.fl»»»X» *A = ' r F l 2 . f i » P Y , « u = ' » F i 5 . 6 > 
r ^ c = r C A 
7-EC«"*uA'\-tCA*E/vC 
•" [ v L T r = ( c r * L C ' A " - r r * L A A T 7 r " " ' """ ' ' " 




.if" I ' *IL,w i * # w * » y «. vy x i w' i u *f u• i 
I I - COELfn . G T ^ J J . U U l l GO 10 100 
c " " ~ ~ ' . - • > • ' -
Wi<lT»" ( 6 * b U l ) C» A 
. 5 0 i FORMAT'"(f iX»"' fFIHAt~RESlILTi C-» »Fi2",f l»«lV. • A=* »F12 .8 ) ' 
siop 
~ _ r T l f r — . — — — _ _— .—, — ~~~ -
APPENDIX E 




—tj=8- •• • - - -
OEN=n,o 
•• • 00 106 Irl,N • - -
READ tSilOO) TH(IS 
100 FORMAT IFb.O) -"•• 
THE=TH(I>' 
OENSOEN+THE- • - -
WKITF 4 6fiU6) NTHE 
106 FORMAT (UX»I3»6X»F8aS) 
NUM=0,0 
00""700- I-trM — - -- • - ---
700 NUM=NUM+T(I)*T(I) 
———A=F7^7tJ***OM-/OEf| : ." 
£ = 0 ® O , • ' '•• 
o0-Sno-t=trN- — — ^ * ^ f c - ~ — -
G=0*S*T(I)*T(I.)*F/A' ' 
ĴtTO-t s=E'* t-TH 11 f-6 >-**£- • -' - • - - " 
WRIT? 'I6#701) .ArE 
^f-FiHW«^W/-r^X-*~*- A =-»-rPi2-e 7 r ** X r
 f E r « r F12 » 61 
STOP 
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